AFA Convention 1994
Knoxville, Tennessee

In these hectic 1990s, family members find themselves separated by distances, by distractions and by disasters; family reunions are a great joy and that's just what the AFA members found in Knoxville at the Annual Convention! Activities ranged from a country banquet to scientific discourses on aviculture, yet the same family spirit prevailed.

The Tennessee Valley Exotic Bird Club (TVEBC) was our host. They did a fabulous job lining up facilities and activities. The AFA Executive Board started their meeting early on Wednesday morning and were rewarded for their efforts with a grand tour of the University of Tennessee's College of Veterinary Medicine. Dr. Susan Orosz introduced the Board to several of her colleagues, divided the group into three smaller groups, then dazzled them all with the avant-garde procedures, size, physical layout and teaching capabilities of this fine school. The doctors topped the tour off by hosting a light lunch of fresh fruit, assorted cheeses and crackers. All in all, a wonderful tour of a splendid veterinary school.

With the fun and education process well underway, Wednesday evening's schedule offered a tour of the Knoxville Zoo. A special bird show was presented to the AFA members. This was followed by an outdoor barbecue dinner. The weather was great and so was the bird show and barbecue!

If you missed the Thursday and Friday evening hospitality room hosted by the TVEBC members, you missed some of the best food at the convention. These folks outdid themselves. They had a huge table that dominated the center of the room and they loaded it with a great assortment of homemade goodies.

Breaking Concrete Blocks for Conservation

Phil Jones breaking concrete blocks for conservation took place in Knoxville, Tennessee at the AFA Convention on August 5, Friday afternoon in between rain showers! The blocks had been set up, mainly by Phil and Ray Agutter of Salt Lake City, with some help by AFA Board members. Setting up the blocks is a long, tedious exercise and took place over several days on the open air Rotunda of the Flags, which had a large concrete-based public area. Live television cameras were present and local dignitaries in their finery presented Phil with proclamations on camera prior to the block breaking. Phil was resplendent in his white Taekwondo uniform. Local Taekwando school members were present to assist in preparing the blocks for the break. A large crowd of convention goers stood on the steps facing the event, talking in hushed and expectant tones as they watched the preparations.

At the moment of truth, with television cameras rolling, Phil Jones, his hands tightly wrapped in white medical tape, began smashing blocks, one stack after the other. He moved rapidly down the rows of blocks and when the bones in his hands broke, he started using the weight of his forearm to come down on the blocks with great force. When the 60 seconds were up, Phil's hands were bloody and he immediately plunged both arms up to the elbow into a large bucket of ice water to stop the pain and reduce the swelling. Two local dignitaries counted the broken blocks... 236 in all! Setting a record break! And as Phil stood with his hands and arms in ice water and responded to questions, the most surprising thing, he said, was to discover the blocks were not the standard martial arts strength blocks, but blocks about three times as hard! What a surprise to him as he began hitting the blocks and realizing he had to use even greater force to make any impact at all! The crowd cheered Phil as he completed the break. Checks, cash and pledges were placed into a large fish tank by members of the crowd... checks for $500 and $1,000 were received! A total of $2,229.11 was raised on the spot! We will not know the total raised until

The Red Siskin Program

Saturday was a very busy day, beginning with the Red Siskin Summit proceedings. This program began with an introductory talk by Project Director Kevin Gorman. He noted the Project's many achievements, including last year's summit (which hosted international speakers), the Project's ever-improving organization structure, and the energy with which members combine their love of birds with scientific breeding tactics. Dr. Rainer Erhardt spoke to the group on the wild siskin population in Puerto Rico, which may also become a focus for the Project's conservation activities. Ms. Mary Cahow, a biologist from the University of Wisconsin, presented a fascinating computer program for examining genetics and survival potential of captive breeding populations. Experienced breeders brought to the foreground several people. Dr. Raymond Smith of Illinois is a wildlife biologist with a long history in bird breeding and species preservation; he has enjoyed success with siskin breeding and will be taking on the duties of breeder coordinator. This will involve coordinating breeder techniques, shipping and related issues. Ms. Sandra Corell of Oregon is a new but successful breeder in the Project. She presented a slide show of her beautiful aviary in the mountains of Oregon.

Dr. Gail Gatewood-Colwell showed a video of siskins breeding and raising their young. She is a psychologist by profession who finds time after her practice hours to be the membership coordinator for the Project. The group held long discussions on the future of the Project, spotlighting such critical areas as ensuring genetic diversity and wild traits in the siskin population, promoting communication among members (the members of this Project face the daunting challenge of carrying out this Project despite being spread over the entire country), and finding funding for the Project. Currently, the director runs the proceed-
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ings on a shoestring budget, despite the many costs of shipping, medical care for the birds and administrative costs. Despite all these challenges, members are devoted to the Project, and will continue to work hard to ensure its success. As always, Director Kevin Gorman urges interested people to contact him through the AFA Office. The Project needs many types and levels of participation to help with many varied parts of this ambitious and noble undertaking. AFA members are reminded that this Project is important not only for the saving of the siskin but also as a pilot project for future AFA cooperative breeding projects for parrots!

Dr. Gail Gatewood-Colwell

Some of the Speaker Highlights
The theme of the 1994 AFA National Convention held in Knoxville, Tennessee was “Down Under” and “Out of Africa.” This was the convention to attend if you had any interest in avian species originating from Australia and Africa.

The knowledge and background of the speakers from Australia were simply outstanding. Having personally met with these three men while attending an Australian convention in 1983, it was very good to renew our friendship.

Graeme Hyde’s humor was very evident even in his presentations. He was very entertaining while being very educational. He gave an overall look into modern Australian aviculture. Impressive when one realizes that our Australian counterparts have not had the privilege of receiving imports of exotic birds since the middle 1950s. They still have a number of African and Asian finches in their aviaries. They also have a great number of foreign parrots which have been reproduced in captivity for many years. Of course, they have Australian species, but are not allowed to remove any from the wild state. They are permitted for their species and have had to deal with governmental restrictions for several decades. American aviculture can learn so much from Australian aviculture.

Warwick Remington spoke on reproducing cockatoos and parakeets in the Australian aviary. They only reproduce the Australian cockatoos as
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Eric Peake with his fabulous display of originals and prints. Viewers were struck, as always, with his accuracy and knowledge of his subjects. He donated a beautiful Hyacinth Macaw print to the AFA auction, a much coveted item, to say the least. Gail Worth, left, studies out a decision for the right subject to hang on her wall.

the Indonesian cockatoos cannot be found in their aviaries. Still, their black cockatoos are some of the most impressive of all cockatoos. Warwick went through the complete list of Australian parakeets and included the lories, eclectus and fig parrots in his talk.

Yours truly did an American view of reproducing Australian parakeets and there was considerable difference between the reproductive techniques of Australian and American aviculture. This was mainly in the types of nests supplied to the Australian parakeets.

Barry Hutchins, one of the great Australian aviculturists and ornithologists, spoke on the Australian cockatoo found in the wild. He showed why Australia is called the Land of Parrots. The knowledge imparted by this respected man was greatly appreciated. Due to an unfortunate respiratory illness, he was unable to present his Australian finch presentation but it was ably covered by Graeme Hyde.

The foreign speakers from South Africa were well received by American aviculturists. This was not surprising as their knowledge on African parrot and finch topics led to a great deal of discussion.

Whether it was the topic of subspecies or color variances of Jardine's and Meyer's Parrots or the dietary needs of the many African finch species, these two speakers from South Africa really imparted excellent information.

Chris Kingsley, D.V.M., was knowledgeable on many subjects. Being a
Phil Jones in action, smashing his way through an impossible 60-second-time-limit block breaking feat. He succeeded in breaking his own world record of 152 concrete blocks broken in 60 seconds. To raise funds for AFA conservation, Phil broke 236 blocks.

Veterinarian, he had considerable knowledge on the activities of aviculturists in South Africa. Besides being a veterinarian, Chris has also been an aviculturist for many years. He was very detailed in his presentations on many avian subjects found in South African aviculture. He had extensive knowledge on parrots, finches and softbills.

David Dennison was another very knowledgeable South African aviculturist. His experience not only covered the African avian species but also many avian species from around the world. Of great interest was his development of a lory nectar. Most American aviculturists are aware of the dry and nectar lory diets found in America. In a long discussion with David, I was certainly impressed with his scientific work in perfecting a lory diet for South African aviculturists. He perfected lory diets according to the specific needs of the different types of lories. I would dearly love to see his lory diets become available to American aviculturists.

Both of these gentlemen were very kind and imparted their wide-ranging knowledge with such a professional attitude.

Although there were many highlights in the Knoxville convention, renewing my friendship with the Australian aviculturists and beginning new friendships with our South African colleagues was the greatest reward for me.

For finch enthusiasts, this convention was a bonanza. Besides the previous speakers, Linda Oja gave a presentation on breeding finches in the U.S. She also put a highlight on Finchsave, a program sponsored by the National Finch and Softbill Society.

Louise Bauck, D.V.M. from Canada,
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### Deadline Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jan / Feb '95</th>
<th>Featuring HANDFEEDING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 15</td>
<td>editorial copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar / Apr '95</td>
<td>editorial copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1</td>
<td>Mar 15 - display ADS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May / June '95</td>
<td>Featuring AMAZONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1</td>
<td>editorial copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 15</td>
<td>display ADS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July / Aug '95</td>
<td>Featuring LORIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1</td>
<td>editorial copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 15</td>
<td>display ADS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept / Oct '95</td>
<td>Featuring LORE S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 1</td>
<td>editorial copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 15</td>
<td>display ADS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

spoke on the first aid of finches. She is a representative of Hagen’s research facility. Two other veterinarians spoke at the Knoxville convention. Susan Orosz, D.V.M., from the University of Tennessee College of Veterinary Medicine gave two excellent presentations, one on valuable information regarding antifungal therapy in birds and the other on avian anatomy. Sharon Patton, D.V.M., gave a presentation on parasites found in avian species.

A very pleasant surprise was that all of the veterinarians at this convention gave informative yet understandable presentations. What a pleasure to attend veterinarian presentations that were directly involved in medicine that one could understand. I am quite sure it was not the topic but how it was presented. A job well done!

Two American speakers gave presentations on two African groups of parrots. Bob Beech showed details on his African Grey breeding facility. It also included a hands-on presentation of some of the more important details of his aviary and nursery. Dave Blynn impressed the audience on the unusual breeding habits of the Vasa parrots. These are two such divergent African parrot species. One is rated in the top pet groups of large parrots while the other is a unique, but uncommon, avicultural parrot species that needs so much help in captivity.

A very different but well presented talk was given by Dr. Ulysses S. Seal on cooperative breeding programs around the world. Involved in many organizations critical in preserving animal species in captivity, Dr. Seal gave a presentation involving a great number of both avian (Bali Mynah, Puerto Rican Parrot, etc.) and mammal species. Dr. Seal is chairman of CBSG News which is published by the Captive Breeding Specialist Group (CBSG), Species Survival Commission and World Conservation Union. These organizations are concerned with the conservation of many plants and animals around the world. An impressive presentation by a very knowledgeable man who also had a great sense of humor.

A presentation of particular interest to me was on the breeding of African Starlings by D. Grenville Roles. It is such a superb group of softbills with iridescent, vibrant colors. The talk included species, diet and many avicultural aspects of this group of birds.

There were two roundtable discussions, one on Australian avian species and the other on African avian species. Although roundtables are not done very often at the national conventions, I personally endorse them. They both lasted over an hour and included many aspects not given in the regular presentations. Speakers generally give an overview of their topics, touching on several details. But in a roundtable discussion, these details can be put into questions and given to the speakers. I was involved in both roundtables, one as a speaker and one as a moderator. The African avian species roundtable involved Dr. Chris Kingsley, David Dennison, Linda Oja, Bob Beech, Dave Blynn and Grenville Roles. What an impressive line-up of people who knew so much about many of the African birds kept in our aviaries. The audience asked questions pertinent to their needs and the answers by the panel of experts was impressive. So much was learned!

I was personally stopped at the banquet on Saturday night by several people who complimented on how well the roundtables had gone and expressed that this was needed at every convention.

In conclusion, the Convention was a terrific success, allowing members to come together as a family and share their triumphs and tragedies and to lend support and encouragement for the challenges in the coming year. We are looking forward to seeing everyone in New Orleans in '95!

The 1995 AFA National Convention will be held in New Orleans and the theme for this convention will be on the avian species found in Central and South America. The speakers will include respected aviculturists, conservationists and some surprises. I personally hope to see all of you there.

I must commend the many people who helped put on the Knoxville, Tennessee AFA National Convention, certainly the TVEBC group including President Barbara Kimmet and past-President Gary Reed. These were a great group of people. And certainly Mary Perry, Convention Chairperson and Laurella Desborough, President of AFA. And all the people behind the scenes. Thank you all so much!

*Dale R. Thompson*
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